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Abstract.
Techniques for retrieving column water vapor from Sun radiometer
measurementsinvolving the 940-nm water vapor absorption band have been around
for the better part of a century. Arguably, the best method to use for this retrieval is
the modified Langley technique. However, to apply this method one must obtain the
instrument responseat the top of the atmosphereusing modified Langley plots on
clear days with a very stable water vapor column. Using subsequentmeasurementsin
this filter, ratioed to the top-of-the-atmosphereresponseallows one to determine the
transmission in the 940-nm water band. In this paper, we present an approach that
does not require an absolute knowledge of the extraterrestrial instrument response.
The method discussedhere relies, instead, on relative measurements of a calibration
lamp and the extraterrestrial spectral irradiance within and just outside the 940nm absorption band. We execute these retrievals for the rotating shadowband

spectroradiometer
(RSS) on 3 daysduringthe Departmentof Energy'sAtmospheric
Radiation Measurement program's 1997 Water Vapor Intensive Observation Period.
We compare the results to those retrieved from a colocated multifilter rotating

shadowbandradiometer(MFRSR) that usesan empiricalcalibrationand from a
colocated microwave radiometer. Since our optical method of retrieving column
water vapor from RSS measurementsdoes not depend on a calibration performed
against another water vapor measurement,it contributes an independent estimate
in the search for absolute accuracy. The major contributors to the uncertainty
of this retrieval are the water vapor band strength calculations, the difference in
aerosolextinction in and near the water vapor band, the relative spectral irradiance
output of the calibration lamp and the Sun at the nonabsorbingand band-centered
wavelengths,and the stability of the spectral responseof the instrument, which will
be discussed in detail.

1. Introduction

Accurate inputs are essentialto radiation model validation when comparing with radiation measurements.

ter. Typically, radiosonde water vapor is dry relative
to the microwave and has to be scaledupward at every
level.

In this paper we present a method of determining toIn the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) tal column water vapor that does not depend on a caliprogram[Stokesand Schwartz,1994], there has been bration against a referencemeasurementof water vapor,
an emphasis on the specification of total column water vapor and its distribution with height in the atmo-

such as the balloon

sonde or the microwave

radiometer.

This should provide an accurate measurement of water

sphere. Cloughet al. [1996]have shownthat water vapor along the solar path that can be used in direct

vapor profiles obtained from balloon sonde humidity
measurementsyield differencesbetween measured and
modeled infrared radiation that are larger than if these
sameprofilesare forcedthrough scalingto give the same
column water vapor as a colocated microwave radiome-

shortwave radiation modeling. Microwave radiometers
do not measure in the solar direction, but, typically,
make zenith measurements, and balloon sondes,which
samplealong a path governedby the winds, do not represent the true water path directly to the Sun. Moreover, this independent determination of column water
vapor may help resolvethe differencesamong other col-
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tury by Fowle [1912, 1915]. Thorneet al. [1992]re-

then this calculated

viewed this literature up to the time of their publication. Since then several papers have been published

ter vapor by comparing to the MODTRAN-calculated
transmission. The main problem, as in aerosol optical
depth determinations, is knowing V0, the calibration

basedon the modified Langley techniqueintroducedby

value can be used to determine

wa-

Reaganet al. [1987].Brueggeet al. [1992],Michalskyet
al. [1995],Shiobaraet al. [1996],Schmidet al. [1996],
and Halthore et al. [1997]usedthe methodto derive

constant.

a calibration for their radiometers, which is the instrument responsefor the 940-nm water vapor band filter at
the top of the atmosphere. In the case of the standard

in the nonabsorbingspectrum at 870 nm. If we were to

of a water channel must be stable in water.

where Ss is the extraterrestrial solar irradiance con-

Alternatively, consider two narrow passbands, one
centered

on the 940-nm

measure the direct

water

band

and one centered

solar beam flux with

this radiome-

ter at the top of the atmosphere, we would measure an
Langley method, which is used to calibrate the aerosol output V in the two channels of
channels of a Sun radiometer, a successfulcalibration
depends on a stable aerosol load during a significant
V•40_ s•4o./•940
change in atmospheric pathlength, or air mass. HowV•TM- S•7ø.R87ø,
(4)
ever, the atmospherefor a modified Langley calibration
The latter is

rare at most sites, which leads to a greater uncertainty
in the calibration of the water vapor channel.
Section 2 describes our procedure that avoids the
need to calibrate using the modified Langley method.
The procedureis applied to measurementsusingthe ro-

W/(m 2 nm) and R is the response
of the radiometer,
for example,
in voltsperW/(m 2 nm). In the resultsto

three instruments for 3 days during the 1997 Water

channels

volved

with

the effective

filter

function

of the RSS in

follow in section 3 we usedthe extraterrestrial spectrum

tabulatedby Gueymard[1995].
tating shadowband
spectroradiometer
(RSS) [Harrison
If we view the calibration lamp with the same raet al., 1999]. Section3 containscomparisons
among diometer, we would measure an output V in the two
of

Vapor IntensiveObservationPeriod (IOP), followedby
section 4 which

discusses the uncertainties

of this tech-

V240_ S•40./•940
_

nique and section 5 to state our conclusions.

2. Water Vapor Derivation

for the RSS

In the past we have usedthe modified Langley tech-

(5)

where SL is the lamp irradiance convolvedwith the effective filter function

of the RSS. In the results to follow

in section 3 we used a lamp whose calibration was based

niquedevelopedby Reaganet al. [1987]and appliedin on threeNIST lamps[Kiedronet al., 1999].Note, howthe form outlinedby Michalskyet al. [1995]. Outside ever, that it is the relative calibration at the two waveof the strong molecular absorption bands in the nearinfrared, atmospheric transmission in a narrow wave-

lengthsthat is neededhere not the absolutecalibration.
Ratioing the last two sets of equationswe get

length band of radiation can be expressedas

V/Vo = exp(-rscatm),

•40 / V•70_ S•40/S•70./•940//•870
V240/V•70
_ S•40/S•70./•940//r•870.

(1)

(6)

where V is the output of the radiometer at a measurement point within the Earth's atmosphere, V0 is the Since the ratio of the responsesis common to both, we
output at the top of the atmosphere, v-scat
is the optical can substitute with the result
depth resulting from molecular scattering and aerosol
•4ø/V•7ø - S•4ø/S•
70'S•7ø/• 40'V24ø/Vi•
TM.(7)
extinction, and m is the air mass through which the
direct

solar beam

travels

relative

to the zenith

direc-

tion. For the water vapor band we must modify the

Radiometer

measurements

at the

surface

can be ex-

right-handside of (1) by multiplyingby the transmis- pressedas followsfrom eqns. (1) and (2)
sion resulting from a water vapor path w, that is,

V/Vo - exp(-v-scatm)T(w).

V940- V•40exp(-T;catm)T(w)
940
V87ø- V•TM
exp(--v-;catm).
870 ,

(2)

At this point we model the transmissionthrough the
particular water vapor passband in our radiometer; in

Ratioing the two results we get

our casewe choseto use MODTRAN3.7 [Berk et al.,
1989]. If we can solvefor the transmission
throughthe
water vapor band by assigningall componentson the
right-hand side of the followingequation,that is,

T(w) = V exp(v'•catm)/Vo,

(3)

(8)

V940/V870- V•40/V•70.T(w)
ßexp[-t
[V';cat
940-- Tscat
_870
) ßmi.

(9)

Substituting
for 1œ940/1œ870
vs /rs
in this equationfrom (7),
we get
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again agree well through the 5 middle hours of the day.
40/S 70. TM/S•
40'V240/V2TM
The MWR now has a negative bias relative to the RSS
ßT(w). exp[-(,-søc4aø
t - *'s8c7a0t)
ßm] (10) of about -0.06 cm as compared with a bias of +0.05 cm

the result that

most measurements

and calculated

valuesappear as relative values,which we can determine

moreaccuratelythan absolutevalues.Solvingfor T(w)
we can relate

this calculated

value to the MODTRAN

calculation of transmission to derive water vapor.
3.

USING SUN RADIOMETRY

Results

in Plate 1. Although the RSS and MFRSR have the
best agreementon the short time step scale,the MWR
captures the overall trends and much of the small-scale
structure

in the time variation

as well.

The differences

and slight apparent phaseshifts couldbe explainedby
occasionalspatial heterogeneityin the water vapor since
the lines-of-sightare differentfor the MFRSR and RSS
versus the MWR.

In Plate I we plot the water vapor determined by
three instruments on September 18, 1997, at the Southern Great Plains (SGP) ARM site in northern Oklahoma. The day was hot and humid, but the skieswere
clear giving us an opportunity to measurea large water
vapor column throughout the day. Recall that the microwaveradiometer(MWR) determinedwatervaporby
pointing in the zenith. The RSS and MFRSR calculate
water vapor using direct solar irradiance measurements
so the direction of the measurementis slowly changing and most nearly aligned with the MWR at solar
noon.

The MFRSR

and RSS retrievals

are normalized

to the zenith direction by dividing by the air mass in
the solar direction for these comparisons.The overlap
is remarkable between MFRSR and RSS retrievals, es-

Plate 4 is a plot for a relatively dry day during the
IOP. In this case there is a noticeable bias between the

MFRSR and RSS with the MFRSR and MWR agreeing
most closely among the three methods. However, the
bias betweenthe RSS and MWR is only-0.04 cm with a
root-mean-squaredifferenceof 0.05. The disagreement
between the MFRSR and RSS appears more severethan
normal because the scale is expanded relative to the
previous plots. The worst agreement is still about 0.1
cm. A possible explanation is a bias caused by the
differences

in the treatment

of the aerosol correction.

For the MFRSR the aerosol optical depth at 940 nm

is estimated by extrapolation from shorter wavelength
filters assumingan Angstromtype relationship.For the
RSS we perform the sameinterpolation, but the relative

pecially in the middle of the day (seePlate 2). Note

difference between the estimate

that the RSS and MWR samples are once per minute
and the MFRSR samples are every 20 s. The MWR
is biased high by 0.05 cm relative to the RSS with a
root-mean-square differenceof only 0.08 cm.

nm aerosol optical depths is required rather than the
absolute value of the aerosol optical depth as in the
MFRSR case. As we shall see in section 4, differences

At air massesgreater than 2 or wherethe equivalent
water columnis greater than 8 (before0900 and after
1600 LST) we seeslightly pooreragreementamongall
of the measurementsbut notably between the MFRSR
and RSS that agreedextremely well at other times during the day. One possibilityis differencesin the accuracy of the angular responsecorrections.The MFRSR
angular responseis measured by an automated procedure at every degree of zenith angle, but the RSS requires a tedious manual calibration with fewer angles
characterized. Another possibility is differencesin the
retrieval procedurewhere the RSS retrieval is basedon
interpolations between calculated transmission versus
water

column

and the MFRSR

retrieval

uses a fit to

an empirical function. At high water vapor the trans-

for the 870-nm

and 940-

in aerosolopticaldepthof about0.01-0.02(the accuracy
for goodaerosolopticaldepthmeasurements
[Schmidet
al., 1995]) can lead to errorsof the magnitudeseenin
Plate

4 between

the MFRSR

4. Uncertainty

and RSS.

and Sensitivity

The sources of column water vapor retrieval uncertainty using the current method will be discussedterm

by term in referenceto (10) repeatedhere

V940/V870
•870/•940
870
-$s 940
/$s870ßOL
. 940
/vœ
/OL
ßT(w). xp[-(-2c42(1o/
The instantaneous

measurements

of the MFRSR

and

mission
changes
slightlywithincreasing
watervapor, RSS representedon the left-hand side of this equation
and small errors in transmissionare amplified in the're- are uncertainto about one-halfcountbecauseof the digtrievals. The air mass calculated to normalize the RSS
itization of the measuredvoltages. This is very small
and MFRSR retrievals underestimates the water vapor becausewe, typically, measure several hundred counts
air massby about 1% at the largestair massesin Plate within the water vapor band and a larger signal out1; therefore the discrepancybetween direct solar mea- side the water vapor band; therefore no appreciableersurementsand the MWR are slightlylarger (about 0.04 ror will arise from this source. This assumes that we
cm) at the beginningand end of the period shownin have checkedto ensurethat the signalis linear with the
Plate 1. The worst case difference for this day is still strength of the source and that there is no significant
lessthan 10% even at the highestair massesshown.
"dark" signal or that it is stable and removed. We exPlate 3 contains results for a somewhat less humid
pect muchlessthan 1% uncertaintyfrom this first term
day 2 weeks later. In Plate 3 the RSS and MFRSR in (10).
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The extraterrestrial irradiance in two filters appears
as a ratio.

Various

tabulations

of extraterrestrial

ir-

radiance indicate differences of several percent in the

USING SUN RADIOMETRY

column, which may be what is illustrated by the green
curve in Plate

5. These instrumental

errors are in ad-

dition to the transmission errors that are discussedby

region under investigation. We used the tabulation of Ingold et al. [2000].
Gueymard[1995]in this paper. Usingthe tabulationof
We, also, indicate in Plate 5 the column water vapor
Wehrli [1985],instead,we get a ratio for the two filters sensitivity that can arise from a small uncertainty in the
that is 3.2% different. Other independent tabulations aerosol estimate for the 940-nm band based on the last
give us smaller differences,but we have limited ability componentof (10) (comparedifferences
in red curves).
to distinguishamong the choices.
If the absolute value of aerosolat 940 nm is required, as
The spectral irradiance measurementsmade with the in the MFRSR retrievals that are based on a calibration
calibration lamp appear as a ratio. While the absolute usingthe microwaveradiometer(gold curves),then an
value may be up to 3% in error, the error in the ratio error of 0.01-0.02 in aerosoloptical depth may translate
at the two wavelengthsin question,870 and 940 nm, is into the sizeof the differences
seenin Plate 5 (compare
near one since both are near the broad peak of the ap- blue and gold curves).
proximate blackbody curve for the 3100øK lamps. We
The largest uncertainty in determining water vapor
expect an error much lessthan 1% for this ratio.
usingthis techniqueis in the systematicerrorsthat can
The instrument responsesto the calibration lamp affect virtually every component of the retrieval equaat the two wavelengths appear as a ratio. Instanta- tion. To minimize these errors requiresfrequent characneously, this ratio will be very accurate. The greatest terization and calibration of the instruments or a very
uncertainty is related to the stability of this ratio since stable radiometer. It is unlikely that the systematic erMFRSR

interference

filters can drift and the RSS in this

rors all have the same sign and therefore there will be

version had some wavelength dependenceon temperature. The stability of this ratio and the ratio of mea-

some cancellation

surementson the left-hand side of (10) are especially
sensitiveto wavelength stability, but, in fact, there is
some sensitivity to wavelength stability for all of the
terms of this equation. For example, with regard to the
ratio of instrument responsesto the calibration lamps,
we found MFRSR calibrations using the same standard
lamp before field deployment and after field deployment

5 and 10% for the RSS, if we neglectthe modelingerrors

of effects. Our estimate of the combined errors is about 10% for the MFRSR and between

discussed
by Ingold ctal. [2000].
5.

Discussion

We have shownresults from high, moderate, and low
water vapor days to comparethree different methods
revealed that the 870-nm filter was stable, but the 940- of determiningtotal column water vapor. The obsernm filter had decreasedin sensitivity by nearly 10% vations generallyagree within about 0.1 cm or better.
sometimeduring the 18-month deployment.The actual There are slight changesin the submillimeter biases
difference in response at the time of the water vapor from one day to the next and the biasesare not consismeasurementsis related to the timing of this decrease. tently of the samesign. Root-mean-squareerrorshave
For example, do we assumethat it decreasedlinearly about the same magnitude as the bias errors, that is,
under a millimeter. There is better agreement in the
with time or that it changedsuddenly?
The next term of (10), the transmissionin the 940- small-scale structure between the MFRSR and RSS,
nm band, depends on the filter or slit function profile. probably becausethey both view the solar beam in the
For the MFRSR we noted a 0.8-nm shift in the 940-nm
same direction; however,most of the small-scalestructure
is reflected in the MWR results as well, and the low
filter from its initial central wavelengthafter a nearly
18-month deployment. This shift would affect all com- frequencychangestrack very well. Zenith pointing and
ponentsof (10) with the measurement
ratiosand trans- sun tracking instrumentsshow a tendencyto disagree
missionmost affected. Plate 5 indicatesthe changein more in the early morning and late afternoon than at
retrieved water vapor column causedby this wavelength midday becauseof path differences.
shift on transmission

calculations

when all other terms

are held fixed. In this figure we have added MFRSR
retrievals

that

are based on the method

described

in

this paper, and the difference in the middle red and
the blue curve illustrates

the effect of our 940-nm filter

shifting in wavelength. In the RSS, which is a more

The RSS and MWR

derive water vapor based on

atmospheric models using fundamental physics. For
Plates 1-4 of this paper the MFRSR uses a calibration where a best fit to MFRSR-measured water vapor
transmission versus the ARM MWR water vapor over

a severalmonth period before the IOP is the basisfor

stableinstrument,
thereis a •different
problemrelated the water vapor retrieval. This is similar to the method
to the infiltration of scattered light from other portions
of the spectrum. Since the slit function does not go
to zero outside the near-triangular passband,scattered
light can add to the measuredradiation at 940 nm yielding a larger transmissionthan would otherwisebe detected biasing the result toward lesswater vapor in the

usedby Schmid½tal., [1996].
In conclusion,we find this techniquefor water vapor
retrieval from the RSS to be more robust than our pre-

vious modified Langley approach. The primary reason
is that it relies on relative measurements in two nearby

wavelengthbands that are relatively easy to perform,
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while the modified Langley procedure did not work well
at the ARM

site in northern

Oklahoma

because of the

unstable water column above the site. Finally, the technique described in this paper could have been applied
to any Sun radiometer.
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